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Quantum architecture search (QAS) is desired to construct a powerful and general QAS platform
which can significantly accelerate quantum advantages in error-prone and depth limited quantum
circuits in today Noisy Intermediate-Scale Quantum (NISQ) era. In this paper, we propose an
evolutionary-based quantum architecture search (EQAS) scheme for the optimal layout to balance
the higher expressive power and the trainable ability. In EQAS, each layout of quantum circuits, i.e
quantum circuit architecture(QCA), is first encoded into a binary string, which is called quantum
genes later. Then, an algorithm to remove the redundant parameters in QCA is performed according
to the eigenvalues of the corresponding quantum Fisher information matrix (QFIM). Later, each
QCA is evaluated by the normalized fitness, so that the sampling rate could be obtained to sample
the parent generation by the Roulette Wheel selection strategy. Thereafter, the mutation and
crossover are applied to get the next generation. EQAS is verified by the classification task in
quantum machine learning for three datasets. The results show that the proposed EQAS can search
for the optimal QCA with less parameterized gates, and the higher accuracies are obtained by
adopting EQAS for the classification tasks over three dataset.

PACS numbers:

I. INTRODUCTION

The parameterized quantum circuits are the essen-
tial components in the variational quantum algorithms
(VQAs) operated in the Noisy Intermediate-Scale Quan-
tum(NISQ) devices[1–3]. The effectiveness of VQAs
with small-scale structure has been demonstrated by
many works[4–14]. It is shown that the performance of
VQAs degrades significantly with bigger number qubit
and larger circuit depth, which is caused by the trade-off
between the expressivity and the trainability. Therefore,
optimizing the structure of the quantum circuits with low
depth and less qubits is one main challenge in realizing
VQAs.

Compared with the quantum circuit with a fixed struc-
ture for VQAs[15–20], a variable structured quantum cir-
cuit is a promising way, since this structure can not only
maintain a smaller depth to suppress noise caused by the
imperfect quantum gates, but also can keep sufficient ex-
pressive power to implement the optimizing tasks. For
example, Oddi et al.[21] proposed a search method to
obtain the nearest-neighbor quantum circuits based on
Greedy Randomized algorithm. Zhang et al.[22, 23] in-
troduced an automated search approach to get the quan-
tum circuits architecture based on differentiable architec-
ture searching. Chen et al.[24, 25] presented a quantum
circuit architecture scheme based on Deep Reinforcement
Learning. Liu et al.[26, 27] proposed a strategy to find
the optimal layout of the quantum circuit based on Monte
Carlo Tree Search. And D.Szwarcman et al.[28–31] pre-
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sented a quantum-inspired search algorithm for the deep
networks based on the evolutionary or genetic algorithms.

Since different parameterized quantum gates play dif-
ferent roles in quantum circuits [32–34], it is possible
to remove some less important parameterized quantum
gates without affecting its expressive power, so that the
efficiency of the quantum circuits can be improved. For
example, a quantum circuit pruning was presented in [31]
to remove the quantum gates whose parameter values are
close to zero, however, the loss function of the optimiza-
tion task may be fail to converge by its brute-force strat-
egy. For a small change in some important parameters
can cause a significant change of its quantum state, there-
fore, how to efficiently find the quantum circuit structure
with best performance is still an open question.

In this paper, we propose an evolutionary-based quan-
tum architecture search scheme, named EQAS, to ob-
tain the optimal layout of quantum circuits, and it is
called quantum circuit architecture(QCA) for quantum
optimization tasks. In the scheme, the QCAs are en-
coded into binary strings as quantum genes, which are
randomly generated from the operation pool with quan-
tum gates at beginning. The quantum Fisher information
matrix(QFIM) of each quantum gene is then calculated,
and the quantum gates containing redundant parameters
in the QCA are removed according to the eigenvalues
of QFIM. The performance of QCA, together with the
length of the QCA, are evaluated to derive its fitness.
The normalized fitness values are then used as the prob-
abilities to sample the parent generation by using the
Roulette-wheel selection strategy, and the mutation and
crossover are later operated on the quantum genes to get
the children generation. The above steps are repeated
until a QCA with satisfactory performance is found or
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the number of iterations is reached. Finally, we testify
the proposed scheme with the classification tasks on three
different datasets.
The advantages of the proposed searching scheme are

three-fold: 1)We propose an evolutionary-based quantum
architecture search, named EQAS, to obtain the optimal
layout of quantum circuits. 2)We use QFIM to mark and
remove the redundant parameters in one QCA. 3)The
proposed EQAS scheme is demonstrated to have a good
performance with a less parameter for the classification
tasks.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec.II, we present

the details of EQAS for finding the optimal QCA. In
Sec.III, we discuss the simulation results for the classifica-
tion tasks in Iris, MNIST and MNIST-Fashion datasets.
Finally, we draw the conclusion in Sec.IV.

II. THE EVOLUTIONARY-BASED SEARCHING

METHOD FOR QCA

The framework of the EQAS scheme for QCA is de-
scribed in FIG. 1. Firstly, a set of QCAs generated ran-
domly are encoded as binary strings termed quantum
genes, where each quantum gene has three segments,
corresponding to three gene information, such as, the
”TYPE”, the ”PLACE” and the ”INCLUDED”. Next,
the QFIM of each QCA is calculated and diagonalised.
Based on the QFIM, the redundant parameter of a QCA
is located and then removed, until the eigenvalues of
that QCA’s QFIM are all non-zero. Then, the accuracy
performance of each quantum gene is estimated by the
Adam-based optimizer hybrid quantum-classical method.
The fitness value of each QCA is calculated according to
the accuracy and the number of used quantum gates in
the QCA. Roulette-wheel election strategy is adopted to
sample the parent population according to the normal-
ized fitness values. Finally, the crossover and mutation
operations are carried out to generate the children gen-
eration.

A. Quantum genes of QCAs

A quantum circuit can be composed by some single-
qubit gates or double-qubit gates. Here, 8 types quantum
gates are used, in which Rx, Ry, Rz, H are the single-
qubit gates and Cnot, CRx, CRy, CRz are the double-
qubit gates. And these qubit gates are defined an op-
eration pool.
The architecture of a QCA can be represented by the

selection of quantum gates from the operation pool and
the layout of these gates in a quantum circuit. Here, the
QCA is constructed by building blocks of quantum gates
that have the same layouts and each block contains one
single-qubit gate layer and one double-qubit gate layer.
After fixing the number of qubits used in the quan-

tum circuit, we randomly select the same number of

TABLE I: Encoding of quantum genes for QCA.

TYPE
000 001 010 011 100 101 110 111

RX RY RZ H Cnot CRX CRY CRZ

PLACE
00 01 10 11

q0 q1 q2 q3

INCLUDED
1 0

Dominant Recessive

single-qubit gates and double-qubit gates from the op-
eration pool at first. Next, we apply the single-qubit
gates on each qubit in sequence, and place the double-
qubit gates sequentially on each qubit in a circle or-
der, that is, the controlled qubit is always the next
qubit of the control qubit. As shown in Table. I, each
quantum gate is represented by three bits with the
segment ”TYPE”. ”PLACE” is the segment to de-
scribe where the quantum gate applies on, and ”IN-
CLUDED” segment represents whether the quantum
gate works in the quantum circuit. Here, 1 is the domi-
nant(working) and 0 is the recessive(no-working). Each
quantum gate is encoded to a quantum gene with bi-
nary bits, and a QCA is then encoded to a unique bi-
nary string. For example, as shown in the ’step 1’ of
FIG. 1, a QCA with four quantum gates which oper-
ated on a 2-qubit quantum circuit is randomly gener-
ated. Hence, four quantum genes are encoded. The first
three bits of the quantum genes are 010, 000, 110, 011,
denoting Rz, Rx, CRy, Hadamard; The following two
bits of the quantum genes are 00, 01, 00, 00, represent-
ing Rz, CRy, Hadamard applied on the qubit q0 and Rx

applied on the qubit q1; The final one bit of the quantum
genes are 1, 0, 1, 1, denoting that Rz , CRy, Hadamard
are truly working in this quantum circuit, while Rx does
not. For the double-qubit gate, the ”PLACE” segment
only marks the control qubit. Therefore, the control
qubit of CRy is q0 and the controlled qubit is q1.

B. QFIM-based algorithm

The capacity of a parametrized quantum circuit(PQC)
can be expressed by the effective dimension of the PQC
[35, 36], which is equals to the total number of the in-
dependent parameters in a quantum circuit with fixed
structure. Therefore, the QCA can be simplified when
the redundant parameters are removed while the expres-
sive power is kept or the variation of the quantum state
caused by the removed redundant parameters is small.
In other words, the redundant parameters of a QCA do
little contribution on the changing of the quantum state.
According to Ref.[35, 36], the parameters correspond-

ing to the change of the number of 0 eigenvalue of QFIM
can be removed from the QCA. Hence, we delete a param-
eterized quantum gate according to the following steps.
(1) we mark all parameterized quantum gates and es-
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FIG. 1: The framework of the EQAS scheme for QCA. In step(1), a set of QCAs is generated randomly and then encoded
into quantum genes which are binary strings. In step(2), the QFIM of each QCA is calculated and diagonalised to simplify the
QCA by removing redundant parameters based on the variations in the eigenvalues of the QFIM. In step(3), the performance of
QCAs is evaluated in a Adam-based optimizer hybrid quantum-classical method and the value of fitness is calculated according
to the accuracy and the number of quantum gates used in the QCA. Roulette-wheel selection is carried out to get the parent
generation of QCAs. In step(4), crossover and mutation are applied on the parent generation to get the offspring. Steps (2)-(4)
are iterative until one QCA meets the stop condition or the number of iterations reaches the upper limit.

timate the number of 0 eigenvalues of their QFIM; (2)
we sequentially take a parameterized quantum gate out
from the QCA one by one, and estimate the number of
0 eigenvalues of QFIM for the left QCA. We delete the
parameterized quantum gate when there is a change in
the number of 0 eigenvalues in step1 and step 2. The
process is continued until there is non-zero eigenvalue for
the left QCA. We show the details at Algorithm. 1.

C. Fitness and Sampling

In this subsection, we discuss how to calculate the fit-
ness and we also present the sampling strategy.
Fitness The fitness can be calculated by AccQCA and

the length of QCA LenQCA, i.e. the number of quantum
gates used in the QCA. The expression is

fitness = (1− α)AccQCA + α×

1

LenQCA

, (1)

where α is a weight that balances the accuracy and the
length, AccQCA is the final accuracy of the QCA by mini-
mizing the cost function given in the specific optimization
task.

Algorithm 1 Removing algorithm for redundant
parameters of the QCA algorithm

Require: QCA C; number of parameters N ; parameters
with assigned serial number pk, k = 1 . . . N ; QFIM
F (θrandom); the rank of QFIM r; an empty set K = {};

1: Diagonalise F (θrandom) and count the number of eigen-
values with a value of 0, E. k = 1.

2: while F (θrandom) has zero eigenvalues do
3: Remove the parameter pk, and update F (θrandom)

by deleting the row k and the column k;
4: Re-diagonalize F (θrandom) and count the number of

eigenvalues with a value of 0, E
′

k.

5: if E
′

k < E then

6: Add k to the set K;

7: E = E
′

k.
8: else

9: Remain E;
10: k = k + 1.
11: end if

12: end while

13: Removing parameters in the set K from C

Sampling strategy Roulette-wheel selection
strategy[37] is adopted to sample the parent popu-
lation, as shown in FIG. 2. We normalize the fitness
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FIG. 2: Sampling strategy of Roulette-wheel selection. The
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fitness, and QCA1 with the high probability is more likely to
be extracted while QCA10 is not.
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FIG. 3: The details of mutation.

obtained in the above step, and sample the QCAs
corresponding to the normalized fitness in which the
normalized value is used as the probability of its cor-
responding QCA, until the number of samples reaches
the size of the population. For example, there are 10
QCAs in FIG. 2, the fitness are 0.23, 0.54, 0.58, 0.64,
0.64, 0.65, 0.65, 0.69, 0.77, and 0.89 respectively. Then
the normalized fitness, that is also the probability of
each QCA, are 3.7%, 8.6%, 9.2%, 10.2%, 10.2%, 10.4%,
10.4%, 11.0%, 12.3%, and 14.2%, respectively. With the
highest probability, QCA1 is then more likely sampled
out than QCA10.

D. Crossover and mutation

In this subsection, we present the crossover and muta-
tion strategy.
Crossover If both the ”INCLUDED” segments of the

two-parent QCAs at the same position are 1, then the

corresponding segments at this position for their off-
spring are retained; Otherwise the corresponding seg-
ments at this position for their offspring are both set
to 0. Therefore, two-parent QCAs produce two offspring
who have the same number of quantum gates with dom-
inant ”INCLUDED”. As shown in the ’step 4’ of FIG. 1,
QCA1 and QCA2 have different ”INCLUDED” segments
in the first quantum gene(the left dark blue box). There-
fore, the ”INCLUDED” segment of QCA1 and QCA2 are
both set to 0(the right dark blue box) during crossover.
The other three genes who have the same ”INCLUDED”
segments at the same position are retained in their off-
springs.
Mutation In mutation, the bits in ”PLACE” segment

of a gene is kept, while the bits in ”TYPE” and ”IN-
CLUDED” segments are mutated according to the set
probability. Hence, the mutation changes the type and
the number of the quantum gates. As shown in FIG. 3,
the four ”PLACE” gene bits of the QCAa are unchanged,
while the gene bits in ”TYPE” and ”INCLUDED” seg-
ments are changed with the set probability. After muta-
tion, the Rz gate with dominant ”INCLUDED” in the q0
position of QCAa becomes the Cnot gate in the QCAb,
the Hadamard gate in the q0 position becomes the Rz

gate in the QCAb. The Rx gate in the q1 position and
the CRy gate in the q0 position of QCAa are unchanged
in the QCAb.

III. RESULTS

We demonstrate the numerical simulations of the pro-
posed scheme on 3 classification datasets. They are,
Iris (Setosa, Versicolour); MNIST-10[38] (3, 6); and
Fashion-MNIST[39] (dress, shirt). The Iris images are
4-dimension data and encoded by the method of angle
encoding[40] into 2-qubit QCA with 5 quantum gates ini-
tialized in the QCA; the MNIST and Fashion-MNIST im-
ages are center-cropped and down-sampled from 28× 28
to 8 × 8 for encoding by amplitude encoding[40] into
4-qubit QCA with 3 blocks (one block with a 4-single-
qubit-gate layer and a 4-double-qubit-gate layer) initial-
ized in the QCA. Here, Cnot gate is adopted to connect
the neighbouring qubit. For all the searched QCAs, the
same training setting are applied. Additionally, Adam
optimizer with initial learning rate 0.1 is adopted in this
work. The batch size is 30 for the task with 4-qubit
QCA searching, and the batch size is 10 for 2-qubit QCAs
searching. The iterations is 100, the population size is 30
and the mutation probability is 0.4.
The results are shown in Table. II, together with the

comparison with Q-NAS proposed in [31]. In Iris classi-
fication task, the EQAS scheme reduces the number of
quantum gates by 80% during searching processing from
the initial 5 quantum gates, to finally 1 quantum pa-
rameterized gate for 100% accuracy, the searched QCA
is shown as FIG. 4(a), there is only one quantum pa-
rameterized gate left for the task. While the Q-NAS
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TABLE II: Results of simulation by using the EQAS and the Q-NAS for three classification tasks.

Dataset Search method Accuracy Gates Para gates

2-qubit Iris-(Setosa VS. Versicolour)
EQAS 100% 1 1

Q-NAS 100% 2 2

4-qubit
MNIST-(3 VS. 6)

EQAS 94% 22 9

Q-NAS 96% 24 22

Fashion-MNIST-(Dress VS. Shirt)
EQAS 75% 24 20

Q-NAS 78% 24 23
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FIG. 4: The quantum circuits of the final searched QCA after 100 iterations. (a) for Iris, (b) for MNIST and (c) for Fahsion-
MNIST. After encoding training data into the quantum circuit, a circle of Cnots is applied to connect all qubits.

Iteration

FIG. 5: The classification accuracy against the iterations
for the Iris(grey), MNIST(yellow) and Fashion-MNIST(green)
datasets.

achieves 100% accuracy by 2 quantum parameterized
gates; For MNIST classification task, the EQAS scheme
reduces the number of quantum gates by 8.3% during
searching processing, and finally achieves 94% accuracy,
the quantum circuit of the searched QCA is shown as

FIG. 4(b), where the final quantum circuits has 22 quan-
tum gates included 9 parameterized gates. For the same
task, the Q-NAS achieves 96% accuracy by 24 quantum
parameterized gates included 22 parameterized gates;
The quantum parameterized gates used in MNIST clas-
sification task are apparently reduced by using the pro-
posed EQAS scheme. For Fashion-MNIST classification
task, the EQAS scheme achieves 75% accuracy by 24
quantum parameterized gates included 20 parameterized
gates, and the quantum circuit of the searched QCA is
shown as FIG. 4(c). While the Q-NAS achieves 78% ac-
curacy by 24 quantum parameterized gates included 23
parameterized gates. The number of the used quantum
parameterized gates is reduced by using the proposed
EQAS scheme. Compared by the Q-NAS, the proposed
EQAS scheme can use less parameterized gates, even less
quantum gates, to complete the classification tasks, that
is, the EQAS scheme can reduce the number of quantum
gates used in quantum circuit.

FIG. 5 shows the classification accuracy against the
iterations for the three classification tasks by using the
proposed EQAS scheme and the Q-NAS scheme. The re-
sults show that the classification accuracies are approach-
ing to the final accuracies with the increase of the itera-
tion both for the proposed EQAS scheme and the Q-NAS
scheme. The proposed EQAS scheme can reach a high
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accuracy faster than the Q-NAS scheme. But the Q-NAS
can achieve a higher accuracy at the end of iterations be-
cause the Q-NAS scheme has more quantum gates used
in the quantum circuits.

IV. CONCLUSION

We have proposed an EQAS scheme for searching the
optimal layout of the quantum circuits to balance the
higher expressive power and the trainable ability. Each
quantum circuit architecture(QCA) has encoded into a
bit string consisting of some quantum genes, and the re-
dundant parameterized gates inside have been removed
by a designed algorithm based on QFIM. QCA has then
evaluated by an Adam-based hybrid quantum-classical,
and their normalized fitness have been used as the sam-
pling probabilities to sample the parent generation by the
Roulette Wheel selection strategy. Finally, the mutation
and crossover have been applied to get the next genera-
tion. The EQAS scheme has been verified to search for
the optimal layout of QCAs for classifying tasks in quan-
tum machine learning with Iris, MNIST and Fashion-
MNIST datasets. Compared with Q-NAS scheme, the
proposed EQAS scheme can obtain a higher classification
accuracy for the three datasets with the QCAs having a
less quantum parameterized gates, even a smaller number
quantum gates. With the advantage of efficient selecting
the optimal QCA and the hybrid quantum-classical, the
proposed EQAS can be used to solve others tasks, such as
the variational quantum eigensolver (VQE), at the Noisy
Intermediate Scale Quantum (NISQ) device era.

Appendix A: Performances of Algorithm. 1.

In the EQAS scheme, quantum gates with redundant
parameters are removed by using the knowledge of QFI
and the steps of removing parameterized quantum gates
with redundant parameters from QCA are described in
the Algorithm. 1. We show the performances of QCAs
that remove the quantum gates with redundant param-
eters or not in FIG. 6. 100 2-qubit QCAs for the Iris
dataset in FIG. 6(a) and 100 4-qubit QCAs for the
MNIST in FIG. 6(b) are randomly generated. The height
of each bar represents the number of parameterized quan-
tum gates used in each QCA, where the black bar repre-
sents the number of parameterized quantum gates used
in each QCA, and the white bar represents the number
of parameterized quantum gates left after removing the
redundant parameters. Each bar has a vertical line above
it, representing the change in accuracy after removing the
redundant parameterized quantum gates. The longer the
vertical line, the greater the change in accuracy. Here,
we only care about the range of accuracy variation rather
than the direction(lower or higher). The dark vertical
lines represent that the variation of accuracy is more than
5%; while the light lines represent less than 5%.

FIG. 6(a) shows the case of the Iris dataset using QCAs
of the 2-qubit framework with 5 quantum gates at most.
Among them, 45 QCAs changed their accuracy by more
than 5% after removing redundant parameterized gates.
FIG. 6(b) shows the case of the MNIST dataset using
QCAs of the 4-qubit framework with 2 blocks of quan-
tum gates(16 quantum gates) at most and a total of 19
QCAs changed their accuracy by more than 5%. Com-
pared FIG. 6(a) with FIG. 6(b), the redundant parame-
ter removing method of Algorithm. 1 is more suitable for
QCAs with more parameterized quantum gates. The rea-
son is that the redundant parameters removed by QFI do
not completely have no influence on QCA, but have lesser
influence than other parameters, so the Algorithm. 1 is
more suitable for QCA with a large number of quantum
gates.

Appendix B: Performances of the Roulette-wheel

selection and the Elite selection.

The EQAS scheme generates the offspring through
three basic operations, selection, crossover, and muta-
tion. The next generations with low fitness are gradually
eliminated and those with high fitness are kept in every
iteration. In this way, after N generations, it is possible
to evolve individuals with high fitness.
The parent population needs to meet two characteris-

tics, high fitness that can produce offspring with better
performance in a greater probability, and enough diver-
sity that prevents from generating very similar offspring.
FIG. 7 Shows the results of using two strategies of se-
lection, Roulette-wheel selection(grey circles) and Elitist
election(black circles), to produce a parent population,
and then mutating and crossing to produce the corre-
sponding offspring.
In FIG. 7, the grey circles cover a larger area than the

black circles, which indicates the method of Roulette-
wheel selection produces more different offspring than
Elitist election.

Appendix C: The final searched QCA for the three

datasets.

FIG. 8 shows the accuracy(right axis) and the number
of quantum gates(left axis) used of the searched QCA
in every iteration on 3 different datasets, Iris, MNIST,
and Fashon-MNIST, where FIG. 8(a) shows the searched
processes of the classification task for the Iris dataset,
FIG. 8(b) for the MNIST dataset, and FIG. 8(c) for
the Fashion-MNIST dataset. The heights of bars are
the number of gates used in the searched QCA, where
the light color of bars shows the number of parameter-
ized gates and the dark color shows the number of gates
without parameters. The solid line shows the change in
the accuracy of different QCAs during the searching pro-
cesses in each iteration. The dashed line is the change of
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FIG. 6: The performance of the Algorithm. 1 applying on QCAs with 2-qubit(for the Iris dataset) and 4-qubit(for the MNIST
dataset) framework.

FIG. 7: Performances of the Roulette-wheel selection(grey
circles) and the Elite strategy(black circles).

quantum gates used in the searched QCA and the QCA
stays the same if the dashed line is horizontal and with-
out bars. The numbers on the horizontal axis indicate
that the QCA has changed at the iteration, that is, a
QCA with better performance has been searched.
FIG. 8(a) shows that the proposed EQAS scheme ob-

tains a searched QCA with 1 non-parameterized gate and
4 parameterized gates and achieves 100% accuracy after
7 iterations. After 16 iterations, the 2-qubit QCA com-

posed of only one parametrized quantum gate is found
without reducing the accuracy.

FIG. 8(b) shows that the EQAS scheme needs more
iterations to search for a QCA with fewer quantum gates
and higher accuracy for the MNIST dataset. To achieve
higher accuracy, the scheme allows the number of quan-
tum gates to be increased. For example, the QCA
reduced one non-parameterized quantum gate but in-
creased two parameterized quantum gates compared with
the previous QCA at the 12th iteration. Meanwhile, the
EQAS scheme can search for QCA with fewer quantum
gates while maintaining accuracy or even improving ac-
curacies, such as at the 43rd iteration and the 82nd iter-
ation. Finally, the searched 4-qubit QCA for the MNIST
dataset achieves 94% accuracy with 22 quantum gates
which have 9 parameterized gates.

FIG. 8(c) shows that the EQAS scheme can search
QCAs with higher accuracy through evolution many
times. Moreover, the number of parameterized quantum
gates increases with the process of searching, indicating
that the searched QCA needs more parameterized quan-
tum gates to achieve higher accuracy in the classifica-
tion task with the Fashion-MNIST dataset. Furthermore,
the accuracy of the 4-qubit QCA obtained by the EQAS
scheme after 100 iterations is 75%.
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